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A microwave continuous measurement technique has been utilized to 
measure burning rates of a CTPB and AP composite solid propellant during 
steady state and rapid decompression. A microwave signal oscillating at 
a known source frequency is passed through the end of a burning propellant 
strand opposite the burning surface and allowed to reflect off the burning 
surface which is receding at some unknown velocity. By continuously 
comparing the phase angle of this reflected signal with the phase angle 
of another signal oscillating at the original source frequency, a relative 
phase angle between the two signals is obtained. The rate of change of 
this relative phase angle with time is proportional to the propellant's 
burning rate. 
The technique was developed and its accuracy was determined. Errors 
due to surface roughness and flame zone reflection were studied and found 
less than ten percent. Accurate (1- 10 percent) continuous burning rate 
data was obtained and shown to be within capabilities of the system for 
dP/dt values less than about 2500 psi/second. 
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SUMMARY 
A microwave continuous measurement technique has been utilized to 
measure burning rates of a CTPB and AP composite solid propellant 
during steady state and rapid decompression. A microwave signal 
oscillating at a known source frequency is passed through the end of a 
burning propellant strand opposite the burning surface and allowed to 
reflect off the burning surface, which is receding at some unknown velocity. 
By continuously comparing the phase angle of this reflected signal with 
the phase angle of another signal oscillating at the original source 
frequency, a relative phase angle between the two signals is obtained. 
The rate of change of this relative phase angle with time is proportional 
to the propellant's burning rate. 
Several important conclusions were reached in the course of the 
investigation. Roughness of the propellant surface can definitely be a 
source of error, but the types of roughness generally encountered should 
induce errors no larger than ten percent. Reflection from the flame zone, 
originally thought to be a major source of error, were proven to be quite 
negligible, if they exist at all. Steady state measurements give excellent 
continuous data on burning rates. Agreement and repeatability with 
different strands using independent techniqueswas better than 10 percent 
at all pressures. This allows determination of the entire burning rate 
curve at all pressures by burning only one specimen while slowing 
changing the pressure. 
Burning rates during depressurization rates up to 2500 psi/second 
were measured and shown to be highly accurate. Higher depressurization 
V 
rates resulted in signal errors unrelated to burning rate which lasted most of the 
depressurization period. These errors were determined to be due to the 
compressibility of the propellant which resulted in propellant surface 
movements. 
The technique and system described can therefore be used to measure 
burning rates under conditions here-to-fore not possible with a high 
level of accuracy (4- 10 percent) and confidence. Such accuracy has not 
been demonstrated for steady state or transient conditions with other 
techniques. The technique should therefore prove quite useful for studying 
solid propellantburning rates when continuous data is needed, i.e., during 
transient conditions. 
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In the design of solid-propellant combustion systems, oscillatory 
phenomena are common obstacles to the engineer. The combustion process 
is responsive to pressure and flow disturbances, and the resulting dis-
turbances of the combustion reaction can, under certain conditions, 
amplify the original fluctuations. Due to the nature of the combustion 
process, which relies on diffusion, heat and transfer, and chemical 
kinetics to prepare the reactants for reaction, a particular combustion 
field has a limited supply of "ready" reactants at a given time. A 
sudden increase, or positive disturbance, in the combustion rate, depletes 
the supply of "ready" reactants and, consequently may result in a nega-
tive disturbance in the burning rate. The alterations of the "ready" 
reactant concentration may agitate the diffusion processes, while the 
changes in the rate of energy release can affect the heat transfer pro-
cesses to the pre-heating zone of the propellant or to the yet unburned 
"ready" reactants. With all this interaction among the transport and 
chemical processes, it is no wonder that combustion tends to support 
periodic flow and pressure disturbances. 
Since such oscillatory behavior is in most cases quite undesirable, 
extensive analytical and experimental research has been directed towards 
its understanding and elimination. Ideally, one would like to be able 
to predict and eliminate instabilities long before the testing stage 
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of a new full scale solid propellant system. However, this involves the 
ability Le construct a theoretical model of the system at hand. Many 
approaches to this problem have been proposed, but, up to the present, 
solid propellant, unsteady state combustion modeling has been difficult 
to evaluate because of a lack of comprehensive experimental data with 
which to compare theoretical results (1). 
Since, in many cases, oscillatory combustion is produced and 
amplified by pressure disturbances in the flow field (acoustic instability), 
accurate experimental data relating to the response of the burning rate 
to rapid pressure transients would he a great aid in predicting the onset 
of instability. However, to obtain burning rates for use as unsteady 
state data, a technique must be used which has excellent propellant length 
resolution and a rapid response time. 
A microwave technique has recently been developed which yields 
practically instantaneous burning rate values, contrary to previously 
demonstrated microwave methods, and also produces the desired resolution 
(2). The purpose of the subject thesis was to demonstrate a refinement 
of the system described in reference (2) and to present data to support 
its ability and reliability in the measurement of solid propellant burn-
ing rates. In addition, data relating to the burning rate response of a 
carboxyl-terminated poly-butadiene (CTPB) propellam: with ammonium Per-
chlorate (AP) oxidizer to rapid depressurization is presented. 
Review of the Literature  
Many different schemes for the measurement of solid propellant 
burning rates have been proposed and most offer sufficient accuracy as 
long as the system operates at near steady state conditions. However, 
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in order to study burning rates during rapid periodic pressure oscilla-
tions, as occur during acoustic instability, or during rapid depressuri- 
zation, as in the case of propellant extinction studies, one must have 
more capability and flexibility than previous methods have demonstrated. 
Specifically, the technique must have excellent propellant length resolu-
tion and a rapid response time. 
An estimate of the resolution necessary can be extracted by con-
sidering the following. At dP/dc values of 2000 psi per second, the 
solid-phase temperature profile departs from its steady state contour 
(3). Assuming 50 psi to be the upper limit on the pressure range,41P, 
over which an average burning rate is to be obtained, at 2000 psi per 
second the pressure drops 50 psi in 25 milliseconds as shown in Figure 1. 
Assuming a high burning rate of one inch per second, the burning surface 
travels 0.025 inch or 635 microns; as shown in Figure 1. For ten per-
cent accuracy, the technique must measure this length change with a 
resolution of 0.0025 inches or 64 microns. If the burning surface 
movement could not be measured during a maximum time span of 25 milli-
seconds, the result would be average burning rates over pressure ranges 
greater than 50 psi. Relaxing the restrictions on the length resolution 
of 64 microns would yield less than ten percent accuracy. 
In the subsequent discussion, the most promising techniques for 
measuring burning rates under conditions that begin to depart from 
steady state are reviewed and their individual advantages and inadequa-
cies are pointed out. 
Probably the simplest technique proposed is one which utilizes 
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Figure 1. Relation Between Change of Length Measured AL and Pressure 
Range AP over which Burning Rate is Averaged. 
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surface. The probe may incorporate any type of sensing element that 
will detect the temperature rise as the burning plane passes; i.e., 
thermocouples, fuse wires, and conducting bridges. An example of a 
probe used in an erosive burning study is illustrated in Figure 2 (4). 
As the combustion gases arrived at the probe tip, there was a change in 
electrical conductivity between the ends of the wires, which in turn was 
used to actuate a display lamp. The system allowed the use of up to 50 
probes, while the display lamps were photographed on moving 35-milli-
meter film by a camera operated by a ten millisecond timing pulse. The 
probes were mounted in the chamber prior to the casting of the propellant. 
This method allowed average burning rate measurements over a period of 
approximately 0.5 seconds. 
The main disadvantage of this system for measuring transient 
burning rates lies in the mechanical difficulty of mounting a sufficient 
number of probes to reduce the time over which burning rates must be 
averaged. In addition, the presence of the probes themselves may signifi- 
cantly alter the burning rate in the vicinity of the probes by disrupting 
the flow of gases and altering the heat transfer processes. 
A similar technique, which eliminates some of the difficulties 
associated with probes, involves imbedding a fine resistance wire net-
work in the propellant as in Figure 3. In one study (5), 0.0045 inch 
diameter lead-antimony wire was used to form a network which was embedded 
in a small specimen of the propellant. An x-ray picture of the small 
specimen was taken to determine the distance between the sharp bends of 
the cross-wires of the network. Since these bends were the first points 
hit by the burning surface, it was essential to know their relative 
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of the Resistance Wire Technique. 
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location in order to calculate burning rates. The small specimen was 
then bonded to the main block of propellant in a manner which allowed 
the plane of the wire network to be normal to the direction of burning. 
The test meter was then statically fired and the results were recorded 
on an oscillograph. As the burning surface clipped each cross-wire in 
succession, the resistance of the wire network changed, causing a 
corresponding current change through the oscillograph. Well defined 
steps appeared on the oscillograph which allowed the time to burn be-
tween each point on the wire network to be calculated. From this data 
the burning rate was easily deduced. 
The choice of lead-antimony wire with its characteristic low 
melting point and low thermal diffusivity gave this method a distinct 
advantage over the previous probe method. The selection of lead-antimony 
wire was based on burning tests in which three different types of wire 
were utilized; 0.014 inch diameter copper, 0.0045 inch diameter copper, 
and 0.0045 inch diameter lead-antimony. The qualitative observation of 
partially burned samples indicated that the larger diameter copper wire 
caused considerable coning (formation of conical cavities around the em- 
bedded wire), the smaller copper wire caused less coning, and the lead-
antimony wire caused no noticeable coning. This lack of coning indicated 
that the heat transfer from the burned gases to the unburned solid was 
not appreciably affected by the presence of the wire. 
As with the probe method, the basic pitfall of using the em- 
bedded wire technique for measuring transient burning rates lies in its 
inability to measure average burning rates over periods less than the 
order of one-tenth of a second. The smallest time interval obtained 
9 
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in the study (5) under consideration was 0.32 seconds. In order to ob-
tain smaller time intervals, the wires would have to be so close that 
appreciable alteration of the burning rates in the vicinity of the wires 
would be likely to occur. 
In the past several years, the Jet Propulsion Center at Purdue 
University has been the source of a great deal of research work done in 
the area of techniques for the measurement of solid propellant burning 
rates. A study completed in 1966 by personnel at Purdue demonstrated 
a technique for the "continuous" measurement of solid propellant burning 
rates (6). The method was continuous in that it utilized a positioning 
type servomechanism to properly feed a propellant strand into a combus- 
tion chamber, as shown schematically in Figure 4. As the burning surface 
receded during firing, its location was detected by a sensing element. 
The output from this sensor was used to control the speed of a servo-
motor which thus fed the propellant into the chamber at the same rate 
at which it was consumed, thereby causing the burning surface to remain 
at the same position relative to the chamber. By monitoring the rate at 
which the propellant was fed into the motor, a direct indication of the 
burning rate was obtained. The major difficulty encountered with this 
techniclue was the choice of an adequate sensing system to locate the 
burning surface and supply an accurate feedback signal for the servo-
motor. 
In this study (6), investigators tested three types of sensing 
systems for potential use with the servomechanism apparatus. The first 
concept considered was a microwave beam directed through microwave 
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Figure 4. Servomechanism System. 
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the microwave beam as a function of the location of the burning surface. 
However, following a theoretical study, it was concluded that the micro- 
wave detection system was unsuitable for use as a feedback transducer 
due to extreme attenuation of microwaves by the combustion zone (7). 
The second concept that was analyzed involved the use of ultrasonic 
methods for detecting the burning surface. These included attenuation 
measurements, resonance measurements, and pulse-reflection measurements. 
In the analysis it was assumed that an electromechanical transducer would 
transmit ultrasonic waves through the propellant parallel to the burning 
surface. As a result of the unfavorable physical properties of the 
propellant itself, the attenuation and resonance approaches were labeled 
impractical. Pulse-reflection measurement was found to be the most 
suitable of the ultrasonic methods. However, it was found that in order 
to obtain a sufficiently large reflection, it was necessary to maintain 
the propellant at approximately -20 degrees Fahrenheit to -40 degrees 
Fahrenheit and operate at ultrasonic frequency ranges of 400 KHz or lower. 
The third concept investigated for detection of the combustion zone in-
corporated a gamma ray transducer and a radiation source. This proved 
to be the most suitable apparatus for use with the servomechanism techni- 
que and was subsequently developed into the system shown in Figure 4. 
The nuclear radiation detection system consisted of a 2.5 curie 
source of Cobalt-60 and a scintillation detector. From the Cobalt-60 
source, a collimated beam of gamma rays was directed through the chamber 
wall parallel to the burning plane. The scintillation probe was located 
opposite the radiation source and, as the burning surface passed, detected 
the change of density from the solid-propellant to combustion gases. The 
12 
output from the scintillation detector was used as a feedback signal to 
control the rate at which the propellant was fed into the chamber. 
Another method for detection of the burning surface was demon-
strated in a later investigation (8). This technique utilized a visible 
light beam system in which a series of lenses directed light from a 
tungsten strip lamp over the burning surface.•The fraction of light 
passing the strand was detected by a photomultiplier tube and was used 
to generate the error signal for the serve-system. 
In all of the above serve mechanism configurations the burning 
rate could always be found in either of two ways: 1) by measuring the 
slope of the position-time trace of the propellant positioning shaft, 
or 2) by monitoring, via a tachometer, the speed of the servomotor which 
controlled the velocity of the propellant. 
In spite of the fact that the serve mechanism measurement techni-
que yields extremely good results for near steady state linear burning 
rates, the inherent overshoot and the relatively large time constant of 
50 milliseconds of the first order servo mechanism (9) make it impractical 
for unsteady applications. 
Cineradiography, a method by which a moving picture record of 
fluoroscopic x-ray images is made, is a promising technique for the 
measurement of burning rates of solid rocket grains. Thiokol Chemical 
Corporation has conducted a study deMonstrating the feasibility of such 
a system (10). In this investigation, static tests of a five inch 
diameter motor were conducted. The system, as shown in Figure 5, utilized 
a 300 killivolt Norelco x-ray machine, which directed a beam through the 
motor forming a shadow image on the five inch diameter input screen of 
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Figure 5. Cineradiographic Test Apparatus. 
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Norelco image intensifier. The intensifier converts this shadowy image 
into a highly intensified reproduction on the 0.63 inch diameter output 
screen. The image appearing on the output screen was photographed with 
a 16 millimeter Bell and Howell movie camera operating at eight frames 
per second. The results thus obtained were satisfactory, but higher 
frame rates are essential for transient burning rate data. By using 
the best image intensifiers available, film speeds of up to 100 frames 
per second can be achieved with this type of apparatus. The burning 
rate is determined by using a film reader to observe and measure the 
burning surface regression between each frame on the film. 
In addition to burning rate measurements, this technique is 
adequate for monitoring small motors during static test firing in case 
unusual events occur and for determining erosion characteristics of 
propellants and chamber materials. Thus, cineradiography may ultimately 
become a very useful tool in solid rocket research. At present, though, 
it is not adequate to yield transient burning rate data, because of its 
lack of resolution, i.e. its ability to accurately locate the burning 
surface. 
A method for continuous, high resolution measurement of the burn-
ing rate of solid propellants has been tested by researchers at the 
University of Waterloo in Ontario (11). This method consists of using 
a solid propellant strand as the dielectric material in a capacitor. 
This capacitor is used as part of the total capacitance of a parallel, 
resonant L-C circuit, as shown in Figure 6, oscillating at a center 
frequency of 10.7 megahertz. The change in resonant frequency is directly 
proportional to the change in circuit capacitance. In turn, the change 
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in capacitance is proportional to the change in length of the strand, 
and the rate at which the capacitance changes with time yields the 
propellant burning rate. By conversion of the resonant frequency varia-
tion to a voltage variation, a signal directly proportional to the in-
stantaneous length of the unburned portion of the strand was obtained. 
Simultaneous electrical differentiation of this voltage resulted in a 
signal directly proportional to the instantaneous burning rate of the 
propellant strand. The conversion of the resonant frequency variation 
of the L-C circuit containing the propellant capacitor was accomplished 
by the use of an FM intermediate frequency amplifier and demodulator. 
The resonant circuit was incorporated in a transistor oscillator, which 
supplied the frequency modulated signal to the FM amplifier and de-
modulator. A more recent study (12) utilized this capacitance method 
to take rapid depressurization data for several different solid pro-
pellanis. 
Through a brief analysis, it was deduced that the capacitance 
method has a length resolution capability on the order of five microns 
(11). However; this five micronAL is actually the magnitude of the 
error introduced through the instability of the constructed oscillator. 
This means that, neglecting all other sources of error, a five micron 
AL could be measured only to within plus or minus five microns, a 100 
percent error. Thus, the minimum AL that can actually be measured with 
ten percent accuracy would be a 50 micron length change. Another source 
of error with this technique lies in the fact that the conductance of 
the flame itself must always be accounted for and the corrections which 
arc derived from the theory involve many assumptions which are subject 
17 
to debate. This method appears to have good potential in the measurement 
of solid propellant burning rates, but the signal noise generated by 
the flame must always be dealt with. 
An ultrasonic pulse-echo apparatus, illustrated in Figure 7, which 
has been shown to give excellent steady state burning rate results and 
should require little, if any, refinement in order to measure transient 
burning rates, was tested at NASA's Langley Research Center (13). The 
pulse-echo technique consists of transmitting a high frequency (20,000 
Hz) sound pulse through a test specimen of propellant and recording the 
time required for that pulse to be reflected back from the burning sur-
face to its original source. If the velocity of sound in the test 
specimen is known, a simple calculation gives the total distance traveled 
by the sound pulse. This technique is made possible by the step change 
in acoustic iMpediance between the solid propellant and its combustion 
gases, which causes most of the incident acoustic energy to be reflected 
back to the source. In this investigation (13), the rate at which the 
acoustic pulses are generated were selected by the operator from range of 
up to 1200 pulses per second. Each pulse emitted by the synchronizer 
initiated the operation of the pulse generator and the sweep circuit. 
The pulse generator then transmitted a high frequency electrical pulse 
to the ultrasonic transducer. This transducer embodied a piezoelectric 
crystal which converted the electrical pulse into an ultrasonic pulse. 
The ultrasonic wave passed through the test sample and was reflected from 
the various interfaces. When the reflected pulse arrived back at the 
transducer face, the same piezoelectric crystal converted the induced 














Figure 7. Schematic of Ultrasonic Pulse -Echo System. 
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then used to increase the electrical signals to a level that could be used 
to drive the vertical plates of the cathode ray tube. By utilizing a 
relatively high synchronizer pulse rate, it was possible to obtain an 
essentially continuous display of the distance traveled by the burning 
surface. High speed photography was then used to provide a time history 
of the display. Film readers permitted the acquisition of the required 
data which was then converted into a curve of propellant thickness burned 
versus time, the slope of which yields the burning rate. 
Since it was not always possible to know the precise velocity 
of sound in the propellant, the instantaneous thickness of the propellant 
was found as follows. First, the length of the unburned propellant 
strand was measured. Second, the relative distance on the cathode ray 
tube between the reflections from the fixed interface (acoustic spacer 
rod-propellant) and from the moving interface (propellant-combustion 
gases) were noted with respect to time. This allowed a corresponding 
linear relationship to be established between the distance traveled by 
the signals on the tube and actual propellant length burned. Naturally, 
the main sources of error arise in measuring and interpreting the dis.- 
tances traveled by the signals on the tube. This fact limits the length 
resolution of the technique. However, the method already has excellent 
time response characteristics, and with improved data display and re-
duction equipment, could likely be used to obtain reliable transient 
burning rate data. 
The first use of a microwave technique for the measurement of 
solid propellant burning rates was recorded by Giannini Controls in 1962 
(14). In this demonstration a microwave beam was directed through a 
20 
propellant strand from the end opposite the burning surface as in 
Figure 8. In this arrangement, the microwave beam from the oscillator 
was first split into two signals, one which traveled away from the "T" 
down the control arm and the other which traveled down the measurement 
arm. The wave in the control arm was reflected by a sliding turner and 
traveled back to the "T" at the original frequency. The wave in the 
measurement arm was reflected by the burning surface and also traveled 
back to the "T". Thus, as the propellant strand burned and the micro- 
wave path length in the measurement arm decreased, an imbalance between 
the two reflected signals occurred at the "T". A signal proportional to 
this imbalance was sent by the "T" to the crystal detector. The re- 
sulting maxima and minima at the crystal detector occurred in successive 
quarter wavelength intervals. By recording the rate at which these 
maxima and minima occurred on an x'-y recorder swept at one inch per 
second and by measuring the wavelength of the microwave beam in the pro-
pellant, it was possible to obtain the burning rate of the propellant 
strand. 
A similar but slightly more refined microwave system was demon-
strated by the Rohm and Haas Redstone Arsenal Division in Huntsville, 
Alabama (15). In this system it was recognized that reflections are not 
only caused by the burning surface but also by the interface between the 
air filled waveguide and the transition section leading into the pro-
pellant. For this reason, instead of assuming that all the reflected 
energy was coming from the burning surface, the Rohm and Haas system, 
shown in Figure 9, allowed the portion of the incident wave reflected 
by the fixed interfaces to mix with that reflected by the burning 



































Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of Rohm and Haas Microwave System. 
23 
surface, thus yielding a truer indication of the burning rate when the 
analysis given below was employed. 
The basic principle of both of the above microwave techniques is 
illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. A signal at a source frequency, f i , 
is passed through a propellant strand from the end opposite the burning 
surface. It is reflected from the burning surface, and due to the mo-
tion of this surface, undergoes a doppler frequency shift, expressed as 
2r/c , 	2r 
fr 	 T: = f i ( T7c ) = .1k 
Pg 
(1) 
where fr is the frequency of the reflected signal, r is the burning sur-
face velocity, and c is the speed of light. This frequency shift is 
commonly measured by allowing the reflected signal to mix with a signal 
of the incident frequency, resulting in a traveling wave with amplitude 
maxima (commonly known as beats), as shown in Figure 11. The frequency 
at which the beats occur is given by f r - f i . 
Assuming a large burning rate of one inch per second and an 
incident frequency of 30 gigahertz (30 x 109 seconds -1), the beat fre- 
quency is found to be about 10 beats per second (2). Since at least one 
half of a beat must be observed before the beat frequency can be deter- 
mined, 50 milliseconds is the smallest time increment over which average 
burning rates may be obtained. At dP/dt values of 2000 psi per second, 
this yields burning rate data averaged over a 100 psi range, regardless 
of what the resolution capability may be. This simple fact renders this 
technique, often called the microwave interferometric approach, incapable 
of yielding accurate burning rate data during rapid pressure excursions. 
However, the microwave interferometric method, due to the simplicity of 
BURNING SURFACE 
Figure 10. Doppler Shift Principle. 
Figure 11. Determination of Doppler Shift by Superposition. 
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both its theory and its necessary equipment, is a very reliable method 
for burning rate measurements at near steady state conditions. 
Summary  
In the field of solid propellant technology, there is a great 
need for reliable unsteady state experimental data. Propellant character-
istics must be known under various operating conditions for use in direct-
ly predicting the occurrence of combustion instability and in evaluating 
theoretical combustion models. Though, in the past, trial and error 
production u.2thods have often eliminated instabilities, a better under-
standing of the behavior of propellants in unsteady environments is 
necessary before the phenomenon of instability can be entirely avoided. 
Other than the microwave system to be described in the remainder 
of this thesis, only one technique, the propellant capacitance method, 
exhibits the fundamental potential to measure solid propellant burning 
rates under fully unsteady conditions. Several other experimental 
methods, including the microwave "interferometric", and the cinera-
diographic methods, have been found to yield excellent burning rate 
results at conditions near steady state, but have fundamental limita-
tions which prevent their use in unsteady state experiments. 
Under contract from the Air Force, a microwave apparatus, based 
on the system described in reference (2), has been assembled and used 
for the measurement of solid propellant burning rates. The objective 
of the investigation was to demonstrate the capability of the microwave 
continuous measurement technique by using it to measure the unsteady 
state burning rate of a CTPB composite solid propellant undergoing rapid 
depressurization. 
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Several preminary tests were conducted to determine the effects of 
propellant surface roughness on the resolution of the equipment. Also . 
some steady state tests were made in order to compare the burning rates 
at particular pressures under steady and unsteady conditions. Further 
.studies are continuing with the ultimate goal being to determine the 
response function, the complex quantity relating burning rate oscilla-
tions to pressure oscillations at a given frequency, of several differ-
ent solid propellants to pressure disturbances of various frequencies. 
CHAPTER II 
MICROWAVES AND THE CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
Review of Microwave Theory  
This section will briefly describe the basics of microwave propa-
gation and introduce several terms that will appear later in the dis-
cussion. 
Microwaves are electro-magnetic waves which propagate at the speed 
of light with frequencies between 0.1 and 30 gigahertz (0.1-30 x 10 9 
 cycles per second) and have wavelengths much greater than the radiation 
of the visible spectrum. 
Microwaves may travel in unbounded space or on conducting paths, 
whose form may be that of coaxial cables or metallic waveguides. The 
frequencies which may propagate in a given waveguide configuration are 
determined solely by the inside dimensions of the waveguide, whether it 
be rectangular or circular. The frequency below which propagation will 
not occur is called the "cut-off frequency". By operating a microwave 
waveguide system as near to the cut-off frequency as possible. it is 
relatively certain that only one mode (frequency) is propagating in the 
waveguide. The system under discussion utilizes X-Band waveguide and 
instrumentation. X-Band is the range of microwave frequencies from 8.2 
to 12.4 GHz. 
The actual theory of the propagation of the microwave in the wave-
guide is rather complicated (16). It is sufficient to say here that, 
when the system is operating near the cutoff frequency, only the lowest 
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mode, in most cases, turns out to be what is referred to as the TE 10 
mode. "TE" stands for "transverse electric" and means that the electric 
field is everywhere transverse to the direction of propagation. The 
subscript indicates that there is one half wave variation of the electric 
field intensity along the narrow dimension of the waveguide, assuming 
a rectangular waveguide configuration is being used, and no half-wave 
variations of the electric field intensity along the narrow dimension of 
the waveguide. The TE 10 mode has the longest operating guide wavelength 
and is designated as the dominant mode. For the dominant mode the cut-
off wavelength (corresponding to the cutoff frequency) is given by 
= 2a, 	 (2) 
where a is the wide dimension of the rectangular waveguide. 
The power of a microwave is often indicated in dBm, which is given 
by 




where PmW is the power in milliwatts. When the power P 1  of one signal is 
referenced to the power 
2 
 P of a second, the ratio may he expressed in dB, 
as 
PdB = 10 log





In the transmission of microwaves it often becomes necessary to 
pass through attenuating materials o . 7 dielectrics. The properties of a 
dielectric are expressed in a complex quantity called the dielectric 
constant E/E, which is given by 
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"0 = Ei/60 + j e"/E0. 	 (5) 
eye, is the real part, which itself is often referred to as the di- 
electric constant, and a"/E0 is the imaginary part. The tangent of the 
phase angle 0 is often used as a measure of attenuation, called the "loss 
tangent" and given by 
tan 0 = 	 (6) 
It should be emphasized at this point that when restricted by 
the conducting walls of a waveguide, the guide wavelengths and velocities 
of microwaves may be higher than their unbounded space values. These 
"stretched" parameters are called the "group wavelength" and "group 
velocity" respectively and are usually subscripted with "g". The equa-
tion for the "group wavelength" of a microwave propagating through a 
dielectric-filled rectangular waveguide as given in reference (17) is 
X 2 '1/2 
	
X g  -X(E t - O) 	k+1/2 1+( 	y o gi 	A;"7 )t,e 
where 
o 
= wavelength of wave of frequency w in free space 
Ac = cutoff wavelength of waveguide 
= group wavelength of wave of frequency w in waveguide 
eAs = real part of dielectric constant 
dveo = Imaginary part of dielectric constant. 
In th,-.! remainder of this thesis, X will refer to the group wave-
length in X-Band waveguide filled with air (E'/E0 = 1 and tan 0 = 0.0) and 
APg will refer to the group wavelength in propellant-filled waveguide, 
( 7 ) 
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the propellant being a dielectric material. 
Microwaves may be wholly or partially reflected by interfaces 
of materials of different dielectric constants. This fact is the basis 
for using a microwave to detect the position of the burning surface of a 
solid propellant strand. At the moving interface between the solid un-
burned propellant and its combustion gases, a-portion of the incident 
power is reflected. However, by carefully designing the interface be-
tween the air-filled standard X-Band wave guide section and the propellant 
holder (an impedance matching process), it is possible to greatly reduce 
most reflections from this fixed interface. As a result, the majority of 
the reflected power returning from the combustion chamber is that reflected 
by the moving, burning surface. 
Reflections on microwave transmission lines are often given in 
terms of the voltage standing wave ratio or VSWR, which is defined as 
Ei + Er EMAX VSWR = 
Ei - Er EMIte 
(8) 
where .E i is the voltage amplitude of the incident wave and E r is the volt-
age amplitude of the reflected wave. The VSWR is thus simply a ratio 
between the maximum voltage (incident and reflected signals in phase) and 
the minimum voltage (incident and reflected signals 180 degrees out of 
phase) on a transmission line. 
Microwave Continuous Measurement Technique  
The problems encountered in the microwave interferometric approach 
are overcome in the present microwave technique by continuously measuring 
the phase angle between a source reference signal and the reflected 











Figure 12. Phaser Diagram. 
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the angle to be measured. The doppier shift is equal to the derivative 
of this phase angle with respect to time as indicated by the following: 
wr = 360 (f i)deg/sec 	 (9) 
and 
wr + ha = 360 (fddeesec. 	 (10) 
Subtracting equation (9) from (10) results in 
= 360 (fr - f i) 	 (11) 





Thus, knowledge of the wavelength of the microwave in the propellant, 
which is easily measured, permits the determination of the burning rate. 
The distance traveled by the burning surface can be found by integrating 
Equation (12) to obtain 
x =
AOa Xpg  
720 
where AR a is the total change in phase angle. 
In traveling into the propellant strand through the bomb window, 
shown in Figure 21, reflections from fixed discontinuities are created. 
Therefore, before each test an attempt is made to cancel all reflections 
(other than tha burning surface reflections) by tailoring the amplitude 
and phase of a signal at the source frequency and using it to cancel out 
the fixed reflections. This technique has succeeded in most cases in 
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reducing the fixed reflections to approximately 0.02 percent of the 
burning surface reflections. At this magnitude, it is not necessary 
to correct for these fixed reflections. However, it is interesting to 
note the effects they could have if they were large. 
The effects of the fixed reflections can be seen and calculated 
by analysis of the phasor diagram shown in Figure 13. The quantity 
needed to determine the burning rate is 0a and 0m is the quantity actually 
measured. The fixed reflection is represented by vector A, rotating at 
the source radian frequency wr ; B is the vector representing the burning 
surface reflection rotating at a frequency of w r + ka with respect to a 
fixed axis or ba with respect to the tip of A. The resultant test signal 





C2/B2 - A2 /B2 - 1 	• 
(14) 
Instrumentation is available which will measure the relative phase 
angle between two X-Band signals (8.2 - 12.4 Gliz) to a 0.2 degree resolu-
tion. Using Oa = 0.2 degrees and Xpg = 1.0 inches, which is an average 
group wavelength of X-Band waves in propellant, the length resolution 
4L is approximately ten microns. This is well below the 64 micron resolu-
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A = FIXED REFLECTIONS 
B = BURNING SURFACE REFLECTIONS 
C = TEST SIGNAL 
Om = MEASURED PHASE ANGLE 
(pa = ACTUAL PHASE ANGLE 
wt.= KLYSTRON RADIAN FREQUENCY 
Figure 13. Phaser Diagram with Fixed Reflections. 
CHAPTER III 
THE INVESTIGATION 
The test plan was divided into several phases. The first phase 
consisted of tests designed to determine the capabilities of the equip-
ment before any propellant was actually ignited. The second phase in-
volved some steady state burning rate tests at various pressures. The 
third phase entailed several unsteady burning rate tests under various 
rapid depressurization rates. 
The first series of tests were intended to show how various types 
of burning surface roughness affect the measured phase angle as compared 
with a planar surface regressing perpendicular to the microwave beam. 
This had been a point of concern since the propellant strand was so 
long and thin (3 x 0.4 x 0.3 inches) and perfectly planar regression of 
the burning surface was not likely to occur in all cases. 
A second investigation was then made to determine the magnitudes 
of fixed signals (or reflections) from within the microwave system itself 
(not from the transition section). These reflection tests along with 
the roughness tests mentioned above comprised the first phase of testing. 
The second phase of testing consisted of six steady state burns 
at pressures of 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 300 psig and one slow de- 
' pressurization burn from 300 to 0 psig. These tests had several purposes: 
1) to test the equipment under actual combustion conditions by observing 
the effects of the fixed reflections (which are much harder to recognize 
under unsteady conditions), 2) to establish procedures for later testing, 
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3) to yield data with which to calculate Apg at various pressures, and 
4) to yield steady state burning rates with which to compare the un-
steady burning rates to be obtained from the rapid depressurization 
burns. 
Four rapidly depressurized burns were conducted in the third test 
phase. The use of two different orifice plates allowed two tests at 
each of two different depressurization rates. The goals of these tests 
were: 1) to demonstrate the capability of the equipment to measure 
burning rates under unsteady conditions, and 2) to obtain unsteady burn-
ing rate data for comparison with steady state results. 
Apparatus 
The apparatus consisted of several major components. The micro-
wave system and instrumentation generated and controlled the microwave 
signals and provided the data necessary to calculate the burning rate of 
the propellant strand. The pressure environment of the burning pro-
pellant was maintained by the bomb and the bomb control system. The 
data acquisition system tailored and recorded the data signals. Finally, 
the propellant mixing and casting apparatus was the equipment necessary 
to mix, cast, and cure the propellant samples. An overall view of the 
test apparatus excluding the bomb and the propellant casting equipment 
is given in Figure 14. 
Microwave System and Instrumentation 
A block diagram of the system used in the subject investigation 
is illustrated in Figure 15. A klystron, whose frequency is stabilized 
to one in 108 Hz per second provides a microwave signal. This signal 
passes through a directional coupler where ten percent of the power is 
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Figure 15. System Block Diagram. 
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diverted away. Part of this diverted signal passes to a synchronizer, 
which compares its frequency with a crystal oscillator and applies a 
correction to the klystron as necessary. The remainder of this diverted 
energy passes on to a frequency meter and then to a power meter for 
measurement of klystron power output. The original 90 percent of the 
klystron power which was not diverted passes further to another coupler 
where one percent is picked off to serve as a reference signal. This 
signal is sent on to the network analyzer. Further down the line another 
ten percent of the main signal is diverted to pass through a nulling loop 
designed to cancel out the fixed reflections from the waveguide-bomb 
interface. This signal is fed back into the main signal downstream of 
the bomb. The main signal passes on to a circulator which in turn passes 
the signal on to the bomb where it is reflected and undergoes a fre- 
quency shift. The reflected test signal travels back through the circu-
lator, picks up the power diverted by the nulling loop at a reversed 
coupler, then passes on to the network analyzer for comparison with the 
reference signal. The network analyzer produces a voltage proportional 
to the relative phase angle and relative amplitude between the reference 
and test signals. These voltages along with the output of a pressure 
transducer and two other voltages signalling the ignition of the propellant 
and depressurization of the bomb are converted to digital signals and 
recorded on magnetic tape for later reduction by a computer. 
This system incorporated some refinements over the system in 
reference (2). First, the extensive use of isolators, which act as diodes 
allowing the microwave to pass in only one direction, eliminated many 
reflections that could have interfered with the results. Second, the 
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nulling loop was added and proved to be more efficient than the slide-screw 
tuner previously used to eliminate the fixed reflections generated at the 
waveguide-bomb interface. 
Network Analyzer (Hewlett Packard Model 8410A and 8411A). The net-
work analyzer is the heart of the system. It has the capability to mea- 
sure the relative amplitude and phase of two RF signals over a frequency 
range of 0.11 to 12.4 GHz. 
The network analyzer is provided with an amplitude control which 
can be used to adjust the gain of the test channel relative to the 
reference channel. The range of this gain is 69 dB in either 10 dB or 
1 dB increments. 
The network analyzer has a phase range from zero to 360 degrees 
and a vernier provides continuous adjustment over at least 90 degrees. 
The maximum RF input to either channel is 50 mW and care must 
be taken not to approach this level. 
Phase-Gain Indicator (Hewlett Packard  Model 8413A.12. The phase-
gain indicator, when used in conjunction with the network analyzer, 
provides a display of the relative amplitude and phase of two RF signals. 
The phase-gain indicator is provided with a meter which has full 
scale readings of +3dB, +10dL, +30dB or +6, +_18, +_60, and +_180 degrees 
depending on which meter function is selected. A phase-offset dial allows 
adjustment of the phase display in ten degree increments. In addition, 
the phase-gain indicator produces a voltage proportional to the rela-
tive amplitude (50 millivolts per dB) and to the relative phase (ten 
millivolts per degree) of the two signals being compared. The phase 
angle voltage was not used from this unit but was taken from the phase 
meter discussed below. The relative amplitude output was digitized 
and recorded on magnetic tape in the subject investigation. 
Phasemeter (Dranetz Model 305-PA-3002 with Mod 8). 
This phasemeter is required due to the lack of accuracy of the 
phase voltage output of the above Hewlett Packard Model 8413A (+2%). 
This phasemeter receives two 278 KHz sine wave signals, one from the 
test channel and one from the reference channel. Its accuracy of 0.25 
degree is more consistent with the Hewlett Packard 8410A. 
Since the factory unit has a time constant of 10 milliseconds, 
which is too long for rapidly changing burning rates and phase angles, 
the standard 305-PA-3002 unit was modified at the factory to have a 
2 millisecond time constant. This modification is denoted by Dranetz 
as Mod 8. 
The unit produces a voltage proportional to the relative phase 
angle of the two signals;i.e., 10 millivolts/degree. This signal, 
sometimes filter to remove high frequency noise,was digitized and 
stored on the magnetic tape. 
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Klystron Power Supply (Hewl e tt Packard Model 716B). The Model 
716B Klystron Power Supply provides all necessary voltages for the 
operation of low power reflex klystrons. Beam and reflector voltages 
are closely regulated and continuously variable with calibrated controls. 
Beam voltage is variable from -250 to -800 volts with respect to chassis 
ground and reflector voltage is variable from zero to -800 volts with 
respect to the cathode. A standard 115 volt a.c. plug is provided in 
the rear of the power supply to operate a fan used to cool the klystron. 
Synchronizer (Sage Laboratories Model 243). The Model 243 Micro- 
wave Oscillator Synchronizer is used to frequency-lock (stabilize the 
frequency) of the microwave oscillator (klystron). Locking is achieved 
at discrete fixed frequencies which are related to harmonics of a crystal 
reference. The synchronizer has a short-term stability of one in 10 8 per 
second and a long-term stability of one in 10
6 
per week. 
Power Meter (Hewlett Packard Model 432A).  The power meter is used 
to monitor the klystron power output and, when used in conjunction with 
the frequency meter, to monitor the frequency of the klystron. The 
power meter is always used in conjunction with a thermister mount in the 
waveguide circuit. 
The power meter has seven scale ranges from 0.01mW (-20 dBm) to 
10mW (10dBm). 
Waveruide Circuit  Components. An overhead view of the microwave 
circuit is given in Figure 16. All components of the microwave cir- 
cuitry were standard X-Band equipment, except for the tapered section 
leading from the X-Band guide into the bomb and the waveguide section 
which held the propellant. Preliminary tests of some samples supplied 
• 
Figure 16. Microwave Circuit. 
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by the Jet Propulsion. Lab indicated that non-aluminized CTPB propellant 
has a real dielectric constant of about 4.2 and a loss tangent of 0.008. 
With these figures in mind, microwave engineers at the Georgia Tech 
Engineering Experiment Station designed the transition section which 
adapted from the X-Band dimensions (0.9 x 0.4 inches inside dimensions) 
to a section, which when filled with a material whose dielectric constant 
is approximately four, would allow X-Band waves to propagate (Figure 17). 
It wasfound that inside dimensions for this test section should be 0.3 x 
0.4 inches. As part of the impedance matching process a long thin taper 
of dielectric material was designed to provide a sealing window for the 
bomb and to provide a smooth transition from the air-filled X-Band wave-
guide to the propellant holder section, as shown in Figure 17. 
The transition section waveguide which was cast out of copper, 
was mounted through the dielectric taper was then epoxied into the copper 
waveguide to provide the pressure seal between the bomb and the unpres•
surized X-Band waveguide circuit. 
During early phases of the program this dielectric taper, which is 
11 inches long, was not mechanically restricted except at the one end 
as shown in Figure 17. However, when sources of spurious signals 
on the test channel phase and amplitude outputs during bomb depressuri-
zation were investigated, it was found that the signals could be 
reproduced by tapping the transition waveguide with a hammer. When 
the bomb's burst diaphram released the gas pressure, a sharp impluse 
was passed to the transition section creating a vibrating taper much as 
a tuning fork. Calculations showed the spurious electrical phase 
signals to have about the same frequency as the tapered canteliver 






Figure 17. Microwave Electrical Path. 
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Subsequently, the air void between the tapered dielectric and 
tapered waveguide was filled with a tastable foam having a dielectric 
constant of one. This material was supplied by the Electronics 
Division of the Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station. This 
resolved the problems created by the vibrating tapered dielectric. 
Before the transition section was actually used in burning rate 
tests, it was decided that aplot of reflection coefficient P which is 
related to VSWR by 
1 
VSWR = 
P +  
P 
(15) 
at various frequencies should be obtained. This was necessary in order 
to determine the frequency at which fixed reflections were minimized. 
The plot shown in Figure 18 was produced. A scale is not indicated on 
the vertical axis of Figure 18 because it would vary with frequency. 
The plot is linear in reflection coefficient and the dotted line 
corresponds to p = 0.10. 
Microwave engineers at the Engineering Experiment Station had cal- 
culated that at 9.6 GHz the possibility existed for higher order modes 
to propagate in the propellant. This precluded operation above 9.6 GHz. 
The high VSWR's and reflection coefficients indicated at frequencies be-
low 9.0 GHz made it unadvisable to operate in. that region also. The 
operating frequency of 9.13 GHz was finally chosen because it combined 
the good features of yielding a low VSWR, thereby minimizing fixed re-
flections, and being close to a harmonic of the crystal oscillator in the 
synchronizer, yielding good stability of the klystron signal. 
/*. •••-•- **,.. 	••• 
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Figure 18. Plot of Transition VSWR vs. Frequency. 
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Twelve propellant holder sections (Figure 19) were machined from 
aluminum. These were fashioned in two parts to provide ease of machining 
and cleaning. Four holes were provided in each end to provide alignment 
with four one-eighth inch dowel pins mounted on the stainless steel di-
electric window retainer. Good alignment of the sample holder and di-
electric window is essential since small misalignments can increase 
VSWR's substantially. Initially, the sample holders were made four 
inches long, but, in order to provide for easier casting of the pro-
pellent, the length was shortened to three inches. 
Two loads were also constructed, see Figure 20, to aid in the can-
cellation of the fixed reflections from the waveguide transition. A load 
is a device which absorbs all, or essentially all, of the incident energy. 
The loads had the same internal dimensions of the sample holders but one 
load was 36 inches long and the other ten inches long. Both had tapers 
made of high loss material inbedded in one end of them. CTPB propellant 
was cast in both samples through the courtesy of Thiokol at Huntsville. 
Both loads were tested and it was found that the shorter load was the 
more efficient, possibly because bubbles had become imbedded in the 
longer load when it was cast. The shorter load was thus used in all 
subsequent testing. 
A list of the standard components of waveguide circuitry and 
microwave instrumentation utilized in the investigation is given below. 
List of Microwave Instrumentation: 
1) Item: Network Analyzer 
Model: 8410A and 8411A 
Manufacturer: Hewletc-Packar4 Palo Alto, California 
Time Constant: 6 dmsec 
Frequency Range: 0.11 to 12.4 GHz 
Amplitude Range: 69 dB total in 10- and 1-dB steps 
Phase Range: zero to 360 in ten degree steps 
Inputs: 115 volts a.c., 70 watts 
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Figure 19. Sample Holder (Before and After Casting). 
Figure 20. Ten Inch Load and Short. 
0 
2) Item: Klystron Power Supply 
Model: 71611 
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Inputs: 115 volts a.c., approx. 200 watts 
Outputs: Reflector voltage 0-800 volts 
Beam Voltage 250-800 volts 
Filament Supply 6.3 volts d.c. 
Fan Supply 115 volts a.c. 
3) Item: Phase-Cain Indicator 
Model: 8413A 
Manufacturer: Howlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Inputs: Internal connection with Network Analyzer HP8410A 
Outputs: 50 my/dB, lOmv/deg 
Ranges: +3, ±10, +30 dB, +6, +18, +60, +180 degrees 
4) Item: 	Phasemeter 
Model: 305-PA-3002-Mod 8 
Manufacturer: Dranetz Engineering Laboratories, 
Plainfield, N.J. 
Inputs: 115 volts a.c., 60 watts 
Test and Reference Channels - 278 KHz 
Output: 10 my/deg from -1.8 volts to + 1.8 volts 
Time Constant: 2 ms 
Accuracy: +0.25 ° at 278 KHz 
Ripple: 0.52 full scale rms maximum 
5) Item: Microwave Oscillator Synchronizer 
Model: 243 
Manufacturer: Sage Laboratories Instrument Division, Natick, Mass. 
Inputs: Line-115 volts a.c. 
R.F. Input-20 dBm at X-Band 
Outputs: Klystron Reflector 2000 volts d.c. maximum and up to 25 ma 
Frequency Range: 1.0 to 15.0 GB2 
Crystal Reference: 100 MHz crystal with lockpoints every 60 MHz and 
40 MHz alternately 
Stability: one part in 10 8 per second 
Item: Power Meter 
Model: 432A 
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Inputs: Line 115 volt a.c. 
Ranges: 10, 30, 100, and 300 watts 
1, 3, and 10 mW 
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List of Waveguide Circuit Components: 
Quantity 	 Item Manufacturer 
2 Type 674-3 Waveline, Inc. 
3dB Directional - W. 	Caldwell, N. J. 
Couplers 
2 Type 674-10 11 
10dB Directional 
Couplers 
1 Type 674-20 
20dB Directional 
Couplers 
2 Type 611 11 
Shielded Variable 
Calibrated Attenuators 
2 Type 690-2 If 
90 Degree Waveguide 
Twist Sections 
7 Type 632-2 11 
E-Plane Waveguide 
Elbows 
1 Type 633-2 
H-Plane Waveguide 
Elbows 
3 Type 601-NF 
Waveguide to Coaxial 
Adapters 
1 Type 698-DR 
Frequency Meter 
Model X114LT E&M Laboratories 
Waveguide Circulator Westlake Village, 
California 







Waveguide Circuitry (continued) 
Quantity 	 Item 	 Manufacturer 
1 
	
Model X382A 	 Hewlett•Packard 
Variable Attenuator 	Palo Alto, Calif. 
1 	 Model X885A 
Phase Shifter 
1 	 Model X870A 
Slide Screw Tuner 
1 	 Model X486A 
Thermistor Mount 
1 	 Model X13 	 Varian Associates 
CW Klystron Eastern Tube Division 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
The Bomb  
The bomb is a sealed pressure vessel (Figure 21, 22) designed to 
operate safely at pressures up to 10,000 psi. The main components of 
the bomb were manufactured from type 321-347 stainless steel. Stainless 
steel was chosen due to the extreme corrosiveness of the propellant and 
its combustion gases. 
The center portion of the bomb was bored out to a diameter of 
three inches from a five inch outside diameter round bar. Another sec-
tion of five inch outside diameter stock provided the discs which form 
the ends of the cylinder .  The threaded retainers which hold these caps 
in place were turned from seven inch outside diameter stock. 
The microwave taper section was mounted permanently (soldered) 
to the dielectric window retainer. A tapped hole was also provided in 
this retainer to accommodate a Teledyne igniter plug which provided the 
leads for the ignition circuitry. 
The other end cap was designed to hold an orifice plate (Figure 23), 
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Figure 21. Diagram of Microwave Bomb. 
Figure 22. Exploded View of Bomb. 
Figure 23. Orifice Plates. 
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which was formed from aluminum in several different orifice sizes, to 
provide for different rates of depressurization. This end cap also 
held the burst diaphragm (Figure 24), which is a multi-lnyered mylar 
disc ruptured on command by a bare nickel chromium 30 gauge hot wire. 
This rapid decompression system was first employed in reference (18). 
Pressure seals were accomplished using."0"-rings mounted in 
grooves on the ends of the center section of the bomb. 
The bomb itself was mounted on a stand (Figure 25), which was-
made from carbon steel angle iron (2 x 2 x 3/16 inches) and bolted to 
the floor to reduce mechanical vibration feedback to the microwave system 
during firing and, in particular, during depressurization. The stand 
was also bolted to the wall to further reduce stand vibrations set up due 
to the horizontal impulse of the escaping gas from the burst diaphram. 
To protect the operator an L•shaped wall was formed from 8 x 8 x 16 
inch concrete blocks reinforced with iron rod and filled with cement. A 
two inch ,!iameter hole was retained to provide a passageway for the micro-
wive circuit. Later, three one-half inch diameter holes were drilled 
;:hrough the wall to provide for the stainless steel tubes leading to 
and from the bomb. 
Bomb Coetrol System 
The bomb control system was responsible for controlling the test 
sequence and consisted of the ignition and depressurization electrical 
circuits and the pressurizing and purging flow systems. 
During a test run, the bomb was initially pressurized and contin-
uously purged with nitrogen provided by a standard 2000 psi tank. The 
flow system is illustrated in Figure 26. Two pressure regulators, a 
Matheson Gas Products Model 3-580 at the tank and an Accessary Products 
Company Series 1342 on the line leading to the bomb, were used to maintain 
Figure 24. Burst Diaphragm and Retainer. 
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Figure 26. Schematic of Flow System. 
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the bomb pressure at the desired level until depressurization was in-
duced. All tube connections were provided by Crawford Swagelock Type 
316 stainless steel tube fittings. Stainless steel tubing with an out-
side diameter of 3/8 inches and a wall thickness of 0.065 inches was 
used throughout. The exhaust flow was regulated by a Whitey 16DK-316 
shut-off valve and passed on to a high temperature exhaust duct leading 
to the exterior of the building. A standard Crosby-Ashton 0-1000 psi 
bourdon tube pressure gauge was utilized in addition to a Statham 
Model PA 826-IM Pressure Transducer. The bourdon tube gauge provided 
direct information of the pressure level in the bomb to the operator, 
while the transducer signal was not monitored directly, but simply re-
corded in real time on the magnetic tape recorder and later read back 
by a computer. 
The power supply for the ignition and depressurization circuitry 
was an American Monarch Battery Eliminator capable of a d.c. output of 
48 volts and 12 amps. The power supply was regulated by means of a 
3.75 amp variac. A wiring diagram is given in Figure 27. Two type 
BNC plugs provided outlets to the recorder. The lights were used to 
indicate the completion of the circuit to the hot wires. The voltage 
across the light was in turn converted to a digital signal: and recorded 
along with all other data to indicate when each particular hot wire 
circuit was activated. Bare nickel chromium 30 gauge wire was used as 
the hot wire in both circuits. Prior to ignition, the ignition hot wire 
was pressed into a small slot cut into the appropriate end of the pro-
pellant strand. The depressurization circuit was readied by running 
the hot wire under the outer layer of the multi-layered mylar burst 
diaphragm. 
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Since a prerequisite for obtaining unsteady state burning rate 
data is the ability to reduce to the order of several milliseconds the 
time interval over which the burning rate is observed, large amounts of 
data must be recorded, even when the duration of the burn is only several 
seconds. For most purposes an oscillograph might accomplish the job. 
However, since the output of the network analyzer is 0
a
, and ha is the 
quantity necessary to calculate the burning rate r, it would be necessary 
to first electronically differentiate Oa and record the result on the 
oscillograph. This electronic differentiation could lead to large errors, 
however, due to the small amounts of noise always present, in the Oa 
signal, and graphical differentiation of a graph of Oa was out of the 
question. Numerical differentiation of distinct values of 0a recorded 
in known time increments was much more desirable. 
This could possibly be accomplished by recording the voltage 
signals on an analog type recorder, converting these signals to digital 
signals, and recording this digital information on magnetic tape for re-
duction by a computer. 
However, noise levels on analog tape recorders are typically in 
the -40dB range, which means that the voltage amplitude of the noise is 
approximately one percent of the true voltage signal. Since the output 
of the network analyzer is accurate to within 0.2 degrees (about 0.1 
percent of full scale), the use of an analog recorder would nullify the 
accuracy of the network analyzer. 
Considering all the above facts, it was decided that if an analog 
converter and recorder system could be purchased for a reasonable price, 
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it would be far superior to any other type of data system. Such a 
system was found in the Model 120-141 Data Acquisition System manu-
factured by Datum, Inc. of Anaheim, California. 
The Model 120-141 system (Figure 28), consists of an analog to 
digital converter, formatter, and a synchronous write tape transport. 
The converter and formatter has the capability of scanning, converting, 
and passing on to the recorder the information up to 20 data channels 
at the rate of one channel every 200 microseconds. The tape transport 
is a seven track system compatible with the most modern high speed com-
puters. The tape transport writes the data in high density (800 
characters per inch) on standard magnetic tape. 
The converter takes an analog input of minus ten to plus ten volts 
and changes this to an integer (in digital form) from zero to 4096, which 
is recorded on the magnetic tape. The system has the ability to scan 
each channel up to 7999 times per record (a record being the length of 
tape read into core at one time by the computer). 
In the subject investigation, five channels of the data acquisi-
tion system were utilized. These five signals represented the relative 
phase angle and relative amplitude outputs of the phase-gain indicator, 
the output of the Statham pressure transducer, and the two signals re-
presenting the ignition and depressurization sequences. 
The full scale phase output of the phase-gain indicator is only 
+1.8 volts. Therefore, in order to make full use of the +10 volt full 
scale ability of the analog-digital converter and recorder, hereafter 
referred to as the ADCR, it was necessary to amplify the voltage signal 
by a factor of five. For this purpose a Hewlett-Packard Model 467A 
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Figure 28. Model 120-141 Data Acquisition System. 
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Amplifier/Supply was obtained. This unit has four fixed gain settings 
of one, two, five, and ten, and for input signals from d.c. to 10KHz, 
has an accuracy of +0.3 percent. The power supply with outputs of +1, 
+2, +4, +10, and +20 volt ranges proved stable enough to use in calibrat-
ing the full scale readings of the ADCR. 
Due to the excessive noise initially encountered on the phase 
channel, a filter was obtained to reduce high frequency oscillations of 
the phase channel to an acceptable level. The filter, an AP Model 245-5 
operated in the "low-pass mode, was sometimes used to filter out oscillations 
of the amplified phase signal above some frequency, usually 50 to 1000 Hz, 
before the signal was recorded. 
in addition to the ADCR, a Hewlett Packard Model 716 Moseley 
Plotter was used to record the unamplified and unfiltered phase output. 
This was done to obtain a quick visual check on the progress of a test 
and to provide data with which to calculate
Pg 
 during steady state burn 
tests. The x-axis of the plotter was swept at five seconds per inch and 
the y-axis sensitivity was set at one volt per inch. 
The power supply for the Statham Model PA-826-IM 0-1000 psi Pres-
sure Transducer was a Honeywell Accudata 105 Gage Control Unit which 
provides a 3-12 volt supply for bridge excitation and a ten-turn poten-
tiometer for balance. A Honeywell Accudata 120 DC Amplifier with a vari-
able gain of 10 to 1000 was used to amplify the signal from the pressure 
transducer and gage control unit prior to recording it on the ADCR. 
List of Data ACquisition Equipment: 
1) Item: Data Acquisition System (Analog-Digital Converter and Recorder) 
Model: 120-141 
Manufacturer: DatuTi,Inc., Anaheim, California 
Tape Specifications: Seven Track, 12-Bit Binary, Univac and IBM 
Compatible 
Tape Speed: 12.5 ips 
Character Density: 800 cpi 
Scan Rate: 200)wsec/channel 
Power Require meats: 120 volts a.c. 
2) Item: Honeywell Statham Pressure Transducer 
Model: PA-826-114 
Manufacturer: Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Denver, Colorado 
Excitation: 10 volts d.c. 
Full Scale Output: 3mV/V (open circuit) 
Range: 0-1000 psia 
Bridge Resistance: 350 ohms 
3) Item: Honeywell Accudata DC Amplifier 
Model: 120-1 
Manufacturer: Honeywell Test Instruments Div., Denver, Colorado 
Gains: x10 to x1000 in eight calibrated steps, plus vernier 
Input: 2.5mV to 250mV 
Outputs: 50 ma at 44 volts d.c. to power gage unit, +2.5 volts 
and/or 65 ma DC 
Noise: Less than 5,44v rms RTI + 500mv rms at output 
Power Requirement: 120 volts a.c. 
4) Item: Honeywell Accudata Gage Control Unit 
Model: 150-3 
Manufacturer: Honeywell Test instruments Div., Denver, Colorado 
Excitation Voltage: 3.5 to 11.5 volts 
Balance: 10-turn potentiometer 
Power Requirement: 44 volts d.c. from Accudata 120 Amplifier 
5) Item: APVC Variable Filter 
Model: 245-5 
Manufacturer: A.P. Circuit Corp., New York, N. Y. 
Modes: Low Pass, High Pass, Band Pass 
Attenuation Slope: 24dB/octave 
Tuning Range: 0.2Hz - 20kUz 
Power Requirement: 4-4.2 volt Bacteries 
6) Item: Moseley X-Y Recorder 
Model: 7035A 
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Axis Sensitivities: lmV/in. to 10V/in. 
Power Requirv,!ment: 120 volts a.c. 
7) Item: Mosley Time Base 
Model: 17108A 
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 
Sweep Rates: 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50 seconds/in. 
Power Requirement: 1-12.6 volt battery 
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8) Item: Amplifier/Power Supply 
Model: 467A 
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto; California 
Gaines: xl, x2, x5, x10, Variable 
Output Voltages: +1, +2, +4, +10, VDC 
Noise: Less than 5mV peak to peak 
Power Requirement: 115 volts a.c. 
Propellant Mixing and Casting Apparatus  
In order to insure that as few bubbles and impurities as possible 
would get into the propellant it was decided that a vacuum box should be 
obtained in which the bubbles could be drawn out of the propellant mixture 
before casting. Also, an oven in which the propellant samples could be 
allowed to cure (a process accelerated greatly by heat) was needed. A 
vacuum oven (Figure 29) manufactured by Fisher Scientific Company was 
purchased to meet both these needs. The vacuum oven came equipped with 
outlets for a vacuum pump, a vacuum gauge, a thermostat type heating con-
trol, and a glass window on the door which eliminated the necessity to 
release the vacuum while checking on the samples. 
In addition to the vacuum oven, a scale (0.1 gram accuracy), spatulae, 
and several beakers were all that was required to mix and cast the pro-
pellant (Figure 29). 
Many of the chemicals required for the subject investigation were 
provided through the courtesy of the Thiokol Chemical Corporation. These 
included a supply of the CTPB binder (Thiokol brand HC-434), supplies of 
ground AP and "as received" AP, and a small supply of the curing agent 
(Thiokol trade name MAP0). Later a gallon can of HC-434 was also pur-
chased from Thiokol. Methylene Chloride was used to clean the equipment 
after the mixing process. 
Figure 29. Propellant Mixing and Casting Apparatus. 
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Procedures  
Roughness and Fixed Reflection Tests 
The first series of tests were designed to indicate how the burning 
rate sensing equipment would respond to the roughness of the burning 
surface. To this end, several strands of a solid material with a di-
electric constant of 4.0 were used in place of the propellant strand. 
Three possible types of surface roughness were considered: pocket-
ing (rapid local burning leading to distinct cavities in the burning 
surface), general roughness (in the form of distinct scoring of the sur-
face), and regression of the burning surface in a direction not perpendicu- 
lar to the incident microwave beam. These conditions were simulated by 
drilling holes, filling groves, and filling a distinct slant respectively 
in one end, representing the propellant's burning surface, of a strand 
of dielectric material (Figure 30). 
In these tests the transition section was mounted on the end of the 
microwave circuit and a sample holder was positioned on the stainless 
steel dielectric window retainer. No attempt was made to cancel the 
fixed reflections from the transition, in fact the cancellation attenu-
ator was sec at maximum attenuation. The operating frequency was 8.47 
Gliz (these tests were made before it was known that the VSWR of the transi-
tion was rather high below 9.0 Gaz). Ac any rate, the effect of the fixed 
reflections was the same for each test and thus was of little coasequence. 
The procedure for these tests follows. With the microwave equip- 
ment operating and the klystron frequency locked, the phase-gain indica-
tor was adjusted to yield a relative phase angle indication of zero. 
Figure 30. Dielectric Samples for Surface Roughness Tests. 
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Two strands of the dielectric were cut to equal lengths and filed 
smooth on both ends. Both strands were weighed on an analytical balance 
and their lengths were measured on a vernier caliper. Each strand was 
placed in the sample holder waveguide section in turn and three measure-
ments were taken of the resulting phase and amplitude shift. One strand 
was then either drilled to a known depth, scored to a known depth, or filed 
to a known angle. This strand was then reweighed to determine the mass 
of material removed. 
The second strand was then cut and filed so that this same amount 
of material was removed. In this case both ends of the strand remained 
smooth and parallel. Each strand was then placed in turn in the sample 
holder and three readings were again made of the resulting phase and 
amplitude shift. The process was then repeated until sufficient data 
was obtained to draw some conclusions. 
After the roughness tests were completed, another short series of 
tests were made to determine the magnitudes of any fixed reflections 
coming from sources within the system other than the transition section 
itself. This was accomplished by fastening a short, which reflects all 
incident microwave energy, in place of the transition and plotting the 
relative phase and amplitude outputs as the short was moved out at a con-
stant speed. Since the phasor representing the moving reflections rotates 
about the end of the phasor corresponding to the fixed reflections in the 
phasor diagram of Figure 13, it can be seen that when the magnitude of 
the fixed reflections are great, the phase angle changes at various rates 
even though the moving surface may travel at constant speed. Another 
effect of the fixed reflections is a fluctuation of the relative amplitude 
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output of the network analyzer as the moving and fixed reflections alter- 
nately cancel and reinforce each other. It was suspected that any re-
flections, if they did exist, were frequency dependent. Therefore, the 
tests were carried out at 8.53, 9.03, 9.53, and 10.03 GHz, which were 
the synchronizer lock frequencies closest to 8.50, 9.00, 9.50, and 10.00 
GHz respectively. 
Burring Rate Tests 
The procedure for both the steady and unsteady burning rate tests 
is basically the same. Thus, only the steps of the rapid depressuriza-
tion tests will be discussed in detail. 
The first step was to cast the propellant in the waveguide sample 
holder (refer to the section covering the procedure for propellant mixing 
and casting). The residue from the propellant was discovered to be so 
corrosive that the sample holders, the sample holder brackets, and the 
orifice plates, all of which were machined from aluminum, could not be 
left uncleaned overnight without becoming severely pitted. Thus, it 
became necessary to completely clean the bomb after each day's testing, 
and it was found more convenient to cast enough samples to make several 
tests in one day. 
During the tests channels zero through four of the ADCR recorded 
the relative phase angle and relative amplitude outputs of the network 
analyzer, the amplified output of the Statham pressure transducer, and 
the ignition and depressurization signals respectively. Channel five 
was shorted. The phase signal was first passed through a filter operat-
ing in the "low pass" mode and filtering out all noise above 50Hz. The 
output of this filter was then amplified by a factor of five in the 
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Hewlett-Packard Amplifier-Power Supply before recording on the ADCR. 
The phase signal at the recorder thus had an amplitude of +9 volts. 
The unamplified and unfiltered phase signal directly from the network 
analyzer was recorded on the X-Y plotter, which was operated with a 
y-axis sensitivity of one volt per inch and an x-axis sweep time of 
five seconds per inch. The amplitude signal was taken directly from 
the net-work analyzer and recorded on the ADCR. The pressure signal 
from the Honeywell Gage Control Unit was amplified 500 times in the 
Honeywell 120 DC Amplifier before it was recorded. The ignition and 
depressurization signals were simply the voltages across the lights in-
dicating the completion of each circuit respectively. 
'Before going further with the test procedure, it was first 
necessary to set the excitation and balance of the pressure transducer. 
No voltmeters were necessary to accomplish the adjustment, since the 
ADCR when operated in the "manual" mode provides a convenient voltmeter 
in itself. Using the "display channel" switches of the ADCR the input 
to any channel could be displayed on the binary lights. A coaxial wire 
was then run from the input plug of the ADCR channel to the excitation 
test points of the gage control unit. Since the full scale capability 
of the ADCR is ten volts, the balance was adjusted until the last light 
of the ADCR binary display flickered on. The excitation voltage was 
thus set at ten volts. Since the least count of the ADCR was five milli-
volts, it was necessary to set the balance by using the amplified 
signal output of the gage control unit. This output was fed into channel 
"two" of the ADCR and the balance was adjusted until all lights on the 
display barely flickered on, thus indicating negative zero volts. The 
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above steps were carried out before the bomb was pressurized. 
The microwave equipment was then turned on and allowed to warm 
up. After the equipment had been adjusted several times to operate at 
a certain frequency, it would as a rule come to the operating frequency 
automatically. If it became necessary to change the klystron frequency, 
the phase-locking procedure given in Appendix B was followed. 
The bomb transition section was removed from the circuit and a 
short was put in its place. The short reflects essentially all of the 
incident microwave energy. With the cancellation attenuator set at 
"maximum" attenuation and with the "reference channel level" of the net-
work analyzer centered in the "operate" region by adjusting the reference 
attenuator, the test attenuator was then also adjusted until a relative 
amplitude output of zero was indicated oh the network analyzer. This 
procedure was followed to allow maximum test signal level without danger 
of overloading the network analyzer. 
The short was then removed from the circuit and the transition sec-
tion with the ten inch load attached was replaced. At least a 25dB drop 
in the test signal level was immediately evident on the network analyzer. 
This amplitude decline was due to the load's absorbing all energy pass- 
ing through the transition section. If less than a 25dB drop was indicated, 
the load was checked for proper alignment. At this point the test signal 
consisted almost totally of the undesirable fixed reflections from the 
transition. Then by adjusting the cancellation attenuator and the can-
cellation phase shifter, it was possible to bring the test signal level 
to a point where its amplitude was 75dB less than the reference signal 
level. At this point the test channel power was about 0.02 percent of 
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the reference channel power and it could be assumed that all fixed re-
flections from the interface were essentially eliminated. 
Before replacing the load with the propellant sample holder, it 
was then necessary to make other preparations. A data sheet was pre-
pared, which listed the pertinent equipment settings and other test 
information. Some calibration had to be reserved until the last moment 
before firing because of a tendency of the phase output to change 
slightly under pressure. At this point if the test was to involve rapid 
depressurization, the burst diaphragm was readied. Five two inch diam-
eter discs of 0.005 inch mylar were cut. About five inches of 30 gauge 
nichrome hot wire was cut and placed through two holes on the outer 
mylar of the diaphragm. The mylar layers were then sealed between the 
orifice plate retainer and burst diaphragm retainer. One screw was 
used to mount two small terminal about which the two ends of the hot 
wire were wound. The wires of the rapid depressurization circuit were 
fastened to the bases of these terminals. The burst diaphragm end of the 
bomb, however, was not sealed until after the transition section with 
the sample holder was mounted and sealed on the other end of the bomb. 
The next steps were carried out as rapidly as possible due to the 
tendency of the equipment to drift slightly after tuning out the fixed 
reflections. The transition and load were removed from the circuit and 
the load was removed from the dielectric window. A small amount of Dow 
Corning DC-4 silicone dielectric lubricant was placed on the end of the 
propellant sample which was to mate with the dielectric window. Care 
was taken to avoid using excess lubricant which might impair electrical 
contact between the transition and sample holder. The sample holder was 
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then mounted on the dielectric window by aligning the dowel pins with 
the four holes on the end of the sample holder and using a rubber mallet 
to tap the sample holder until it was tight against the dielectric 
window. Set screws on the sample mounting brackets were then tightened 
on the sample holder. One screw on the end of the sample holder was 
used to mount the two terminals to which the ignition wires leading through 
the pressure sealing electrical plug to the outside of the bomb were con- 
nected. Using a single edge razor blade, a small slit was cut across 
the exposed face of the propellant strand. About four inches of the 
nichrome hot wire was prepared and the center portion of the wire was 
pushed into the slit in the propellant leaving the two ends of the wire 
protruding. These loose ends were then wound around the ignition posts 
on the top of the sample holder. It was found necessary to use a strip 
of ordinary cellophane tape to bind the wires tight against the end of 
the sample holder while care was taken to keep the two leads separate 
and to keep them from actually touching the aluminum sample holder (Fig- 
ure 31). The transition and sample holder were then sealed into the 
appropriate end of the bomb by tightening one of the end retainers down 
around the flange of the dielectric window retainer. The ignition wire 
was then checked for proper positioning by a glance through the open end 
of the bomb. The transition was then mated to the microwave circuit and 
the external ignition lead wires were joined with the rest of the igni- 
tion circuit. Finally, after selecting the proper size orifice plate 
and mounting it on the inside of the orifice plate retainer, the burst 
diaphragm and orifice plate were sealed into the bomb by tightening the 
other end retainer on the flange of the orifice plate retainer. The 
Figure 31. Transition Section with Sample Holder Attached. 
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bomb itself was then ready for firing. 
All equipment was then checked for proper adjustment. The ADCR 
was loaded with a magnetic tape. The "last channel" thumbwheel switch 
of the ADCR was set at "five" and the "scans per record" thumbwheel 
switch was turned to "6000". The ADCR was turned to the "auto" mode, 
which allows one to start recording data by pushing the "start" button 
on the ADCR control panel. 
After checking both the ignition and depressurization switches 
to make certain they were in the "off" position, the power supply for 
these circuits was activated. All readings except the "phase offset" 
output of the network analyzer were then recorded. 
The next step was to bring the bomb up to operating pressure. It 
was determined that a nitrogen flow rate of at least ten cubic feet per 
minute was sufficient to purge the bomb of exhaust gases. Refer to 
Figure 26 for aid in understanding the following discussion. First, 
the exhaust valve EV-1 was opened all the way (it was found necessary 
to always keep the valve completely open during testing in order to re-
duce the amount of propellant residue caught in its passages). The shut 
off valve on the nitrogen tank was opened and the pressure was checked on 
the upstream gauge PG-1 of the pressure regulator PR-1. If tank pressure 
was found to be less than 400 psi, the tank was replaced by a full one. 
The pressure regulator PR-2 on the control panel was opened and the shut-
off valve on the down stream side of PR-1 was opened. PR-1 was then ad-
justed to yield a pressure of 400 psi on gauge PG-2 and, finally, pressure 
regulator PR-1 was adjusted to yield the appropriate bomb pressure up to 
300 psig, as indicated on gauge PG-3 on the control panel. 
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A final adjustment of the phase output was made and the "phase 
offset" setting of the network analyzer was recorded. The sweep of the 
X-Y plotter and the "start" button of the ADCR were activated simul- 
taneously. After a quick check to make sure both were running properly, 
the ignition switch was thrown. If the light which indicated the com-
pletion of the ignition circuit did not come on, a quick glance at the 
X-Y plotter could determine whether ignition had occurred. If the 
characteristic sawtooth curve of the phase angle plot was bine traced 
out by the plotter, the propellant had ignited. Otherwise, if a quick 
check did not reveal the source of the problem the test was halted. 
It was known that approximately every 7.2 seconds, the ADCR would 
write an inter-record gap on the magnetic tape. These gaps consisted 
about 48 milliseconds of time in which no data was being written on the 
tape. To avoid depressurization during an inter-record gap or during 
a discontinuity in the phase signal (as the phase angle shifts from 
+ 180 to - 180 degrees), it was found most convenient to mark the graph 
paper on the X-Y plotter at the points in time at which the inter-
record gaps would occur. Then, the operator, by following the phase 
angle versus time plot as it was being traced out, could determine the 
best possible time to activate the depressurization circuit, the ideal 
point being in the center of the magnetic tape data record as the phase 
angle passes through the zero point. 
After depressurization, if extinction of the propellant did not 
occur, the test was continued until burning ceased as indicated by the 
constant phase angle output on the plotter. The data receiving equip-
ment was allowed to run for several seconds longer. After halting the 
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plotter and ADCR, the final phase angle and final amplitude outputs were 
recorded before the bomb was opened. It was found desirable to allow 
the nitrogen to continue to purge the bomb for ten to fifteen seconds 
to help remove all toxic gases. The shut off valve on the nitrogen tank 
was then moved to the fully closed position. 
If another test was to be run, one "end-of-file" mark was put on 
the tape and the tape transport's power was left on (the tape unit should 
never be turned off in the middle of a tape or the position will be lost). 
If no other tests were to be run that day, one "end-of-file" mark was 
placed on the tape and the tape was then rewound and removed from the 
transport. 
Immediately after the last test each day, it was necessary to 
completely clean the bomb and sample holder. Both ends of the bomb were 
removed. The sample holder was removed from the transition section and 
the exposed face of the dielectric window was cleaned with methylene 
chloride. Care was taken not to use too much solvent, as it can dis-
solve the window or the epoxy holding it in place. The sample holder, 
mounting brackets, and all screws were removed and dropped in beakers of 
the solvent, while the inside of the bomb was scrubbed with a toothbrush 
dipped in solvent or a steel wool soap pad and wiped clean with a hand 
towel. The sample holder, mounting brackets, and orifice plate (all 
aluminum pieces) were then lcurbbed with a steel wool soap pad to remove 
all residue. All steel screws were scrubbed with steel wool and then 
allowed to soak in household oil to prevent rust. The tubing of the ex-
haust line was opened at several places and 75 psi air was forced through 
to aid in removing the propellant residue. 
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After each day's testing the magnetic tape on which the data was 
written was carried to the Georgia Tech Rich Electric Computer Center and 
placed in the tape library of the Univac 1108 computer. A program 
punched on cards was used to reduce, print, and/or plot the data as 
desired. 
This program determined the rate of change of the phase angle by 
fitting a line through several points by the method of least squares. 
The number of points used determined the amount of smoothing produced 
by this technique. By using more points the higher frequency noise 
could thus be "filtered" out but obviously with less time resolution. 
The number of points typically used was 5 to 25, with each point being 
1.2 milliseconds apart. Upon analysis, one finds this does not have 
the same effect, however, of introducing a time constant of 6 to 30 
milliseconds but averages out noise and oscillations of high frequencies. 
Propellant Mixing and Casting 
In the subject investigation, the propellant used was carboxyl 
terminated poly-butadiene (CTPB) with ammonium perchlorate (AP) oxider. 
HC binder (Thiok•l trade name for CTPB) was first mixed with a small 
amount of MAPO in the respective amounts of 94 to 6 percent by weight. 
A second mixture was made in which 200 micron (particle size) AP was 
mixed with 16 micron AP in the ratio of two parts to one. Finally, 
the AP mixture was added to the binder mixture with the oxidizer making 
up 75 percent by weight of the final mixture. A typical formulation thus 
consisted of 
10 grams of HC 
0.65 grams of MAPO 
10.65 grams of 16 micron AP 
21.3 grams of 200 micron AP, 
where all amounts were weighed to the nearest 0.1 gram. 
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The above ingredients were mixed in a beaker and then placed in a 
vacuum oven pre-heated to 65 degrees Centigrade for approximately 45 
minutes. In the meantime the sample holders were also heated. These 
steps were taken to reduce the difficulty of casting the propellant in 
the sample holder and to remove the air bubbles, which entered during 
mixing, from the propellant mixture. 
A small one-eighth inch thick plate of teflon was then attached 
to one end of each sample holder, as shown in Figure 19. This procedure 
was followed for three purposes: 1) it allowed the sample holders to 
stand on one end to facilitate casting and curing without spillage of the 
propellant, 2) it provided a smooth surface for mating with the dielec-
tric window, and 3) the propellant mixture did not bind to the teflon 
(it was found to bind quite readily to the sides of the aluminum sample 
holdet). The propellant was then allowed to flow into the sample holders 
from a micro-spatula. Care was taken not to allow the propellant to touch 
the walls of the sample holder. When the sample holders were about 3/4 
full, they and the remaining propellant mixture were placed back in the 
vacuum oven for an additional 30 minutes. The sample holders were then 
filled to the top with the remaining propellant formulation and placed 
back in the oven, although not under a vacuum. They were then allowed 
to cure at 65 degrees Centigrade for three days. 
After curing, the sample holders were removed from the oven and 
any excess propellant on the top end of each holder was trimmed away. 
The teflon plate was then removed and the sample, after cooling, was 
then ready for use. 
Much effort was put into removing all bubbles from each sample. 
Any imbedded bubbles could have caused reflections and thus errors in 
the determination of the burning rate. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Surface Roughness  
Results of the surface roughness tests are summarized in the 
graphs of Figures 32, 33, and 34. Figure 32 compares the phase angle 
change 40 caused by drilling holes with equal width and depth in one 
strand, to the&O resulting from removing the same amount of material 
from a second strand, whose end was maintained square and smooth. 
Figures 33 and 34 do likewise for a grooved strand and for a strand 
cut off at an angle respectively. 
The graphs clearly indicate that the errors between either the 
drilled strand and the smooth strand, or the grooved strand and the 
smooth strand are quite large. Thus, were those types and depths of 
surface roughness to appear ere could expect large errors (up to about 
60 percent) in the measured burning rate. 
However, from Figure 34 the errors caused by a slanted burning 
surface are seen to be only slightly more than ten percent. Figure 35 
shows two propellant samples which were extinguished during rapid de-
pressurization. The strand on the right apparently was burning nearly 
perpendicular to the axis of the sample holder. The strand on the left 
had begun to burn at a slight angle (less than the angles included in the 
graph in Figure 34). Several other extinguished samples were observed 
and, though most burned at slight angles to the incident microwave beam, 
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Figure 33. Comparison of Phase Angle Change t4 for Grooved Strand and Squarely Cut Strand. 
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Figure 35. Extinguished Propellant Samples. 
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burn at angles in excess of the cases considered in Figure 34. Thus, 
one may conclude that in the majority of cases the system exhibits less 
than a ten percent error due to surface roughness. 
Fixed Reflections 
The series of tests to determine the magnitudes of fixed reflec-
tions other than those emanating from the propellant surface indicated 
that rather large reflections of some sort were present at 8.53 GHz, 
while their presence was essentially undetectable at 9.03 GHz and above. 
The data from these tests have not been reproduced here. 
The magnitude of the fixed signal detected at 8.53 GHz was too 
large to assume the signal was being created by some misalignment of 
waveguide components between the circulator and the bomb. Also, the 
generous use of isolators between the circulator. and the test signal 
pickup precluded the idea that the signal might be a second reflection 
(e.g., a signal reflected first by the test signal pickup and then re-
flected again by the circulator so as to be traveling once again in the 
original forward direction). 
It was concluded that the reflections present at 8.53 GHz were 
the result of a decreasing directivity of the circulator with de-
creasing frequency. This means that at 8.53 GHz, a significant portion 
of the main signal, which was supposed to be directed into the bomb by 
the circulator, was actually leaking into the test signal arm and, 
having escaped any reflection by the moving surface, appeared as a fixed 
reflection (oscillating at the source frequency). The fact that these 
signals were undetectable at and above 9.03 GHz caused them to be of 
little concern, since 9.13 Gliz had already been singled out as the 
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operating frequency for the burning rate tests for different reasons 
altogether (see section on Microwave Circuitry apparatus in Chapter III). 
Steady State Tests 
The steady state tests in general yielded good burning rate re-
sults, though some tests indicated the presence of some significant fixed 
reflections. Figures 36 and 37 were reproduced from the X-Y plotter trace 
of the phase angle versus time during steady state tests at 50 psig and 
300 psig. The slope of the graph (excluding phase discontinuities in 
jumping from +180 to -180 degrees) is proportional to the burning rate. 
The propellant sample in the test of Figure 36 was three inches long, and 
in the test of Figure 37 was four inches long. A a of 720° on the graph 
corresponds to one wavelength in the propellant. Thus, it can be seen 
that in both cases the wavelength
PS 
 was very close to one inch if one 
excludes the initial transients visible particularly on Figure 36. 
An explanation of a possible source for these initial transients 
is in order. It was initially found convenient, when positioning the 
ignition hot wire in the propellant, to leave a small amount of excess 
propellant protruding from the end of the sample holder. The possible 
effects of this procedure were not considered at the time. However, the 
propellant outside the waveguide can act as a microwave horn and enables 
part of the incident energy to propagate past the end of the sample holder 
into the interior of the bomb. This was first discovered when, after 
fastening a sample holder to one end of the bomb, the orifice plate was 
brought up to the other end, causing both a phase and amplitude change 
on the equipment output. This was because part of the energy escaping 
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orifice plate. The wavelength of the microwave in the excess propellant 
outside the sample holder is much shorter than inside the sample holder 
and, as this excess propellant burns, the phase angle changes very 
rapidly at first (although the burning rate is essentially the same in-
side and outside the waveguide). Thus, if one neglects the initial 
effects of this excess propellant by knowing the length of the propellant 
strand and the time for it to burn (the plotter was always swept at 
five seconds per inch), it is possible to calculate a fairly accurate 
average burning rate for these steady state burns. 
Burning rates were calculated according to the above procedure for 
each of the constant pressure burns to produce the plot of burning rate 
versus pressure shown in Figure 38. The results of the slow depressuri- 
zation test were taken from the graph of Figure 39, which was redrawn 
from the original computer plot to damp out the high frequency noise. 
There is good agreement between the constant pressure and slow depressur- 
ization results demonstrating the accuracy of the technique. The data 
can be reduced to the simple relation between burning rate and pressure, 
r in/sec = 0.04 P04 , 
atm 
(16) 
which is in good agreement with the results for other similar propellant 
formulations. 
Figure 40 shows a computer drawing of the amplitude of the 
reflected signal during burning of a sample at atmospheric pressure. 
Some fixed reflections are revealed by the sinusoidal variation of 
the amplitude signal (as the fixed and burning surface reflection 
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Figure 38. Steady State Burning Rates vs. Pressure. 
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Figure 40. Reflected Signal Amplitude vs. Time at Atmospheric Pressure. 
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The increase in mean amplitude output as the propellant burns. 
is simply due to the fact that there is less and less propellant to 
absorb the burning surface reflection. The largest producer of fixed 
reflections is the magic Tee due to its high VSWR. Reversed couplers 
replacing the Tee would reduce this. In most cases the magnitude of 
the fixed reflections were not as large as in this particular test. 
The main question resolved by Figure 40 concerns reflections 
from the flame zone. It had been proposed that the large concentrations 
of ions and electrons in the flame zone would cause large reflections 
which could not be simply accounted for, if much energy were to pass 
through the solid-gas interface. 
A glance at Figure 40 reveals a large increase in amplitude 
as the propellant begins to burn. This appears to indicate the presence 
of a reflection fromthe flame zone. However, when the propellant burns 
itself out there is no corresponding decrease in the amplitude. Thus, 
either no energy passes through the solid gas interface to be reflected 
by the flame zone or, if energy does pass through, the electron and ion 
concentration is not sufficient to reflect the signal, and it passes 
through the flame zone. In either case, one may discount the theory 
that flame zone reflections exist. However, where does that initial 
amplitude jump originate from? As explained before, the excess propellant 
outside the sample holder acts as a horn and aids the microwave energy 
to escape from the sample holder. When this excess is burned away, the 
energy can no longer propagate out of the sample holder but is reflected 
by the burning surface within the waveguide, causing a sudden increase 
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Rapid Decoayession Tests 
In order to generate burning rate data during rapid pressure 
transients, four tests were conducted where the burning rate was ob-
served during rapid depressurization from 300 psi. This series of tests 
included two where a 1/8 inch orifice (dP/dt = 600 psi/sec) was used 
and two where a 1/4 inch orifice (dP/dt = 3000 psi/sec) was employed. 
In addition, tests were run using a 3/4 inch and 11/2 inch orifice, but 
unfortunately, the data was rendered meaningless due to severe mechanical 
vibration feedback to the microwave system during decompression. 
Figures 41 and 42 show traces of phase angle versus time for two 
runs depressurized using a 1/4 inch and 12 inch orifice respectively 
(the vibrations mentioned above were of too high a frequency to cause 
severe errors on the X-Y plotter which produced these traces). The 
arrows indicate the points in time at which ignition occurred and de-
pressurization was induced. It was obvious from the traces that extinc-
tion was induced by the higher dP/dt depicted in Figure 42. On the 
other hand, Figure 41 indicates an almost instantaneous change in burn- 
ing. rate (but no extinction) at the time of decompression. The jagged 
appearance of the lines on the right hand side. of Figure 41 were due to 
a bad electrical contact, which caused the pen to jump, in the plotter. 
Figures 43 and 44 are plots of the burning rate and pressure (both 
normalized with respect to their values just prior to decompression) 
versus elapsed time after the depressurization command was given. Repeti-
tion of burning rate results was obtained within +10 percent at each 
dP/dt value. Also plotted on these curves are the steady state value 
of the burning rate obtained at the corregponding pressures. Note that 
the steady state burning rate is in general slightl,y higher than its 
corresponding unsteady value. 
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The burning rate data points during rapicl decompresion were 
arrived at by averaging over 20 actual data points on the recorded data 
tape. This means that the burning rates as presente3 were fitted 
over 24 milliseconds. 
Note that no data is presented during the 40 milliseconds just 
following the initiation of the pressure transient. In the original 
computer plots, high amplitude spikes appear in the burning rate trace. 
These spikes will be discussed in the neat SeCtift. 
As mentioned before, in the pieta of Figures 43 and 44, it was 
necessary to average burning rates over several data points due to noise 
on the phase signal. As with the core:tent pressure tests, the phase 
signal was filtered down to 50 Hz, but, unfortunately, sufficient noise 
was present below this frequency to be annoying. On the other hand, to 
filter the signal to too low a frequency would meaa sacrificing the time 
response of the phase sensing instrument. Some noise was also encountered 
on the pressure signal but it was more regular and a)uld be averaged out. 
Thus, noise suppression has arisen as the major obstacle to the realiza-
tion of the full potential of the system. 
Accuracy  
Noise and accuracy tests were run after these above tests in 
order to isolate effects, other than burning rate, on the phase signals 
during depressurization. It was also desired to determine if the spikes 
appearing in the early part of depressurization was a propellant burning 
phenomena. A tube holding a partially burned strand about 1/2 inch 
long was used and without igniting the propellant the bomb was 
pressurized and the diaphram burst. The resulting phase signal during 
the depressurization was recorded. Results of five tests are shown 
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for five different dP/dt values along with the pressure in Figures 45, 
46, 47, 48 and 49. These results were obtained using a .125, .25, .50, 
.75 and 1.50 inch orifice respectively. These gave maximum dP/dt values 
of 660, 1870, 2670, 12,300, and 15,000 psi/sec. respectively. The 
results were obtained by using the least squared fit over 20 points, or 
a 24 millisecond time period as previously discussed. 
The burning rate at 300 psi of the propellant used is .143 inch/ 
second. Therefore, any "apparent" burning rate which appears in these 
no-burn dP/dt tests which is an appreciable fraction of the actual 
burning rate would make the results meaningless. In Figures 45 to 49, 
it is seen that this is in fact the case during the early part of 
each depressurization where a large downward and upward spike appears. 
The duration of this error becomes only a small fraction of the total 
depressurization time at low dP/dt values. 
This voids results of most burning rate data during depressurization 
for tests with dP/dt higher than 2500 psi/second. Therefore, no 
burning rate data is shown for dP/dt values over 2500 psi/sec. However, 
it is seen that for the lower dP/dt values, for which burning rate data 
is shown in Figure 43 and 44, data after about 80 milliseconds when 
the pressure is still over 90 percent of its original value should have 
excellent accuracy. 
The source of the spikes were studied for sometime and by process 
of elimination were determined to be originating from movement of the 
propellant surface. Note that the first spike is downward indicating a 
negative burning rate or an elongation of the propellant. This would 
result from the decreasing pressure. 
Note that the phase signal noise other than these two spikes is 
less than 0.01 inch/second giving less than 1 percent error in measured 
burning rate. 
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Figure 17. Apparent Burning Rate vs. Time for Rapid Decompression 
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Though it was not possible to draw significant new conclusions 
concerning the behavior of the burning rate during rapid pressure 
transients from the data obtained, the subject investigation has over-
come basic questions concerning the use of microwaves to measure solid 
propellant burning rates. 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Errors due to the roughness of the propellant burning surface 
will in most cases not exceed 10 percent of the true burning rate value. 
2. Reflections from the flame zone (in the case of CTPB-AP pro-
pellant) are essentially non-existent and, thus, changes in flame stand-
off distance or ion and electron concentration in the flame zone will 
have no apparent affect on the measured burning rate. 
3. The system as developed and described can measure steady state 
burning rates over the entire pressure range capability of the bomb by 
varying the pressure while burning a single strand. This eliminates 
strand to strand variations in burning rates resulting when a strand 
for every required pressure is necessary. 
4. The system as developed in this work can measure burning 
rates with good accuracy and repeatability during pressure transients 
up to 2500 psi per second. 
The last conclusion is most important and it is felt that the 
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developed system described herein can offer significant advantages 
over the other burning rate measurement techniques. Various con- 
figurations would allow studies of burning rates under conditions with 
accuracy heretofore not possible. It should be noted that accuracy 
of the technique has been measured and limitations to obtain 
necessary accuracy determined. This information is not available 
on other systems and techniques. 
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this relative phase angle with time is proportional to the propellant's burning rate. 
The technique was developed and its accuracy was determined. 	Errors due to surface 
roughness and flame zone reflection were studied and found less than ten percent. 
Accurate (.1.. 10 percent) continuous burning rate data was obtained and shown to be 
within capabilities of the system for dP/dt values less than about 2500 psi/second. 
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